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Contribution of Young IDPs in Juba, South Sudan

- Provision of financial assistance to the family, relatives and community after securing jobs from NGOs
- Health services. Youth are key to community health by disseminating health education messages to the community and general cleaning
- Youth support to fight against domestic violence and other antisocial behaviors in the public camp setting
- Youth are excellent focal points for all NGOs in the IDPs Camps and refugees settlements.
- Educational service to the community. Most IDP Youth volunteer in teaching for all community members like children and adults who have poor access to education prior to civil war. For example; most Teachers in Juba POC are IDP Youths
- Leadership service to the community in IDP Camps
- Volunteerism in registration of IDPs
How young IDPs can contribute to improve data & evidence to inform better programming responses

- Improve engagement and ownership of IDPs in finding better solutions from program design to implementation. Young IDPs can support decision making processes and all core work of the camp management by representing the will of the people.
- Formation of Focus Group for Young IDPs to brainstorm on possible means to better address needs. Decision made behind closed door is likely to fail but one decided by Young IDPs who are part of the community will help improve success rates.
- Youth are innovative and can support tech solutions – timely reporting by using synchronized smart phone tablets and data analysis.
- Involvement of Young IDPs on Baseline Data Collection with strong commitment on service and people’s welfare will help reach the hard to reach
- Young IDPs act as the bridge between UN Agencies, Government, NGOs and IDPs and can help build trust to collect more accurate data
- Volunteerism on Community service.